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SINCE 1979 SERVING THE CONSORTIA.

Federdoc is the National Confederation of Voluntary Consortia for the Protection of the Designations of the Italian
Wines.

Established in 1979, this organization represents almost all the universe of the Italian Designations: 
almost 75 Protection Consortia are members of Federdoc.

Every day Federdoc represents and supports them on an institutional, legal and legislative level. Throughout the 
year promotes the protected names with information and promotion campaigns in Europe and worldwide.

Federdoc: “the designation of origin” of Italian consortia.
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L.n. 238/2016 art.41:
Each PDO and PGI can have its own Consortium which can be recognized by Ministero delle Politiche Agricole

Alimentari e Forestali.

The Consortium is composed of:

• Wine - growers: natural and legal persons who lease areas planted with vines.

• Wine - makers: natural and legal persons who mainly make wine from vines (ex. wine cooperatives). 

• Bottlers: natural and legal persons who mainly keep and bottle wine. 

CONSORTIA: NATIONAL LEVEL



L.n. 238/2016 art. 41:

Consortia properly costituted can ask for a public recognition to:

• Manage activities only towards their members, giving evidence that they represents

at least 35 % of Wine - growers and at least 51% of certificated production related to

vineyards of a specific PDO or PGI, during the last two years (para. 1).

• Manage activities towards all subjects who use the PDO even if they are not members

of the Consortium. Evidence of the representation of at least 40% of Wine - growers and

at least 66% of certificated production related to vineyards of specific PDO or PGI, during

the last two years must be given. (para. 4).



Recognised Consortia can manage the following activities according to art. 41 comma 1:

• Submit proposals for regulations and have advisory functions, related to the specific PDO or PGI.

• Ensure technical support, study and evaluate the economic outlets of PDO and PGI, perform activies in 

order to add value to the PDO and IGP.



• Protect the PDO and PGI against misuse, acts of unfair competition, conterfeit and all acts forbidden by the law.

• Take measures to protect, promote and add value to the PDO and PGI, inform consumers about their

characteristics, protect the general interest of the PDO and PGI and monitor them on the market in collaboration with

public competent Italian Authorities (Ispettorato Centrale della Repressioni Frodi dei prodotti agroalimentari, Regioni e

Province autonome).



Recognised Consortia can manage the following activities according to art. 41 comma 4:

• PDO promotion
• PDO protection
• PDO surveillance

These activities are carried out in advantage of all PDO’s producers.



THE ITALIAN WINE INDUSTRY

Germany
Argentina
Chile
South Africa
China
Australia
United States
Spain
France
Italy
Rest of the world

SPEAKING OF WINE, ITALY IS A COLOSSUS, WITH 
MANY INTERESTS INVOLVED...

WORLD WIDE PRODUCTION
TOP 10 SHOWN



WINE CERTIFICATION PROCESS IN ITALY
4) 

Each  Wine Consortium in Italy chooses the 

CERTIFICATION BODY (CB) every 3 years.

CBs have to be authorized by the Agricultural Minister

and have to be accredited by ACCREDIA, Italy's National 

Accreditation Body.



CERTIFICATION AND CHECK OF CONVENTIONAL WINE

• PDO Protected Denomination of Origin

• PGI Protected Geographical Indication Table Wines with indications

WHAT DOES VALORITALIA DO?



• 229 DO and IG

• 5000 wine typologies

• The 60% of the IGP and DOP italian wine production

Valoritalia certifies:

VALORITALIA’S DATA



SUPERVISION PROGRAM

• Every conventional Wine has a Production Regulation in which are established the

production process rules

• By way of the SUPERVISION PROGRAM, Certification Body ensure full compliance with

the wines’ Production Regulation



• Documental check of 100% of the production

• On-site inspections in vineyards of 10% of wine growers

• On-site inspections in the cellars of 15% of wine producers 

ITALIAN CONVENTIONAL WINE CERTIFICATION (every year) 



THE WHOLE PRODUCTION CHAIN IS CHECKED 

BEFORE THE BOTTLE COMES TO THE MARKET:

• The production in the vineyard

• The harvested grapes

• The vinification in the cellars

• Chemical and organoleptic analysis of bulk wine

• The bottling

• The number of bottles produced

CONVENTIONAL WINE CERTIFICATION



CONTROL OF THE SURFACE CONTROL OF GRAPE 
VARIETY

The inspector verifies that what 
the farm has declared in the  
National Database of wine 

growers, complies with reality.

The inspector verifies that the 
type of grape in the entire

vineyard is compliant with the 
PDO declared in the National 

Database

ON-SITE INSPECTIONS IN THE VINEYARDS

YIELD CONTROL

The inspector verifies that the 
number of grapes in the single 

vine doesn’t exceed the 
maximum potential foreseen by 

the Regulation of that PDO.



CELLAR INVENTORY ANALYSIS OF BULK 
WINE

VERIFICATION 
ON LABELS

The inspector verifies
that all the remaining

wine in the cellar and the 
movements made, 

comply with the CB’s
Data.

The inspector takes a 
sample of bulk wine for 
the laboratory analysis.

The inspector takes a 
sample of labelled

bottles in the 
warehouse.

The CB verifies that the 
inspector’s findings

comply with the ongoing
Regulations.

The CB compares the 
laboratory analysis with 

the PDO specific
parameters.

The CB verifies that
what is stated on the 

label respects the 
ongoing Regulation

and the PDO specific
Rules. 

ON-SITE INSPECTIONS IN THE CELLARS



• Certainty of origin

• The environmental and production characteristics contained in 

the relevant product specification

• Traceability of both product and process

FROM CHECKS TO CERTIFICATION OF DO WINES

Wine certification guarantees:



The Control Body carries out a sampling of the product so that it undergoes:

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

ORGANOLEPTIC ANALYSIS

If the results are compliant, the Control Body issues a:

CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION

CERTIFICATION PROCESS



More than one billion six hundred million bottles are checked.

CERTIFICATION PROCESS



THE TRACEABILITY

PDO - DOCG ENSURE THE TRACEABILITY THROUGH

PDO - DOC CAN CHOOSE HOW TO ENSURE THE TRACEABILITY OF 
THE WINE:
THROUGH THE GOVERNMENTAL SEAL

THROUGH THE LOT NUMBER 

L01/15



• Government seals are supplied to wineries in relation to the certified hectoliters. 

• The serial, non-repetitive alphanumeric code is a traceability tool that protects against counterfeiting. 

GOVERNMENT SEALS



THANKS TO ITS ALPHANUMERIC CODE, 
THE 'ORIGIN' OF EVERY BOTTLE SOLD CAN BE RETRACED



SUSTAINABILITY PROJECTS IN THE WINE INDUSTRY

Italy is sometimes defined by its inhabitants «the land of the thousands churchyards»: there is a
churchyard in every small village, so you have several thousands all over the country, and in every
place (thus at «every churchyard») people think they know what to do while all the others don’t..

It’s a cultural heritage that, according to sociologists, derives from one millenium of history which saw
Italy devided into several city- states, counties, dukedoms etc.

Coming back to wine, in 2014 the so called «Forum for the Sustainability of Wine» cited 15 "main"
sustainability projects in the wine sector, and several minor ones.



FROM FORUM TO EQUALITAS 

• Several projects have not continued with their activities

• Some of them focused only on some issues, not on the 3 pillars

• A very few ones fulfil the requirements to be regarded certifiable



FROM FORUM TO EQUALITAS 

CERTIFICATION means that a third and independent party attests 
that a product or a company meets the requirements defined in a 
reference standard.

To talk about certification, therefore, you need:

- A STANDARD
- A CERTIFICATION BODY
- PRODUCT AND COMPANIES



CERTIFICATION: the standard must be structured to allow an
objective assessment with verifiable and measurable requirements.

The certification body must be recognized and meet the requirements
of impartiality, impartiality and independence.

FROM FORUM TO EQUALITAS 



THAT’S WHY EQUALITAS WAS BORN

FROM FORUM TO EQUALITAS 



LE DIMENSIONI DELLA SOSTENIBILITÀ

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH



KEY POINTS OF THE STANDARD



WHAT ARE WE CERTYIFING?

THE STANDARD ALLOWS TO CERTIFICATE:



GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICES

BOTTLING

CULTIVATION
TRANSFORMATION

SOCIO - ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

Good agricultural practices:

• Soil Handling 
• Fertility Handling
• Irrigation
• Plant Handling
• Defense Handling
• Harvest Handling
• Biodiversity Handling
• No weeding between rows
• No dangerous agrochemicals

Good practices:

• Cellar and bottling
• Gathering, vinification and bottling
• Detersion and sanitization 
of rooms and tools
• Packaging



GOOD ECONOMIC PRACTICES

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

SUPPLIERS

CORPORATE  
EXECUTIVES

EMPLOYEES

Good company economic practices:

• Handling control
• Economic investments demostration supported 
by sustainability

Good economic practices towards employees:

• Growing plan for workers (retributions, equality, etc.)
• Turn-over
• Economic incetives for achieving objectives in regards 
to environment and social improvement
• Meeting with the ownership

Good economic practices towards supppliers:

• Defining criteria for a fair price of the purchased
products
• Adjustment to the new laws on maximum 
tolerated terms of payment



GOOD SOCIAL PRACTICES

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

RELATIONSHIP 
WITH TERRITORY 

AND SOCIAL 
COMMUNITIES

EMPLOYEES TRAINING

Emplooyes:

• Workers right
• Qualification coherent with the seleclted adjustment
• The organization promotes equal opportunities
and youthwork
• No discrimination
• Welfare
• Monitoring and satisfaction questionaire

Training:

• Plan of personnel training
• Sharing informations and recording
• Training to be provided also to outsources

Link with the territory:

• Questionaire for the neighbours to be filled
• at least every 3 years so to collect informations



GOOD COMMUNICATION PRACTICES

COMMUNICATION

DECLARATION OF 
CONFORMITY

COMMUNICATION 
POLICY

SUSTAINABILIT
Y BALANCE

Policy:

• Defined rules to ensure a communication that can be 
demostrated, that is true and transparent

Sustainability balance:

• Balance related to the activities performed on the 
subject of sustainability, achieved objectives and 
programmed improvements
• Data made available to all the stakeholder

Declaration of conformity:

• The organization is authorized to self-claim
«Sustainable Company» in the defined forms



REQUISITES: INDICATORS

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

WATER 
FOOTPRINT

CARBON 
FOOTPRINT

BIODIVERISTY

Biodiversity:

• Soil biodiversity indicator (IBS-bf) on the vineyard surface
• Water biodiversity indicator (IBA-bf) on the whole company 
area
• Aereal lichenous biodiversity indicator (IBL-bf) 
on the whole company area

Carbon Footprint:

• Defines and keeps updated its administrative boundaries
• Elaborates a balance/inventory of the green house gases
that is updated annually

Water Footprint:

• Defines and keeps updated its administrative
boundaries
• Defines and applies a monitoring and water 
source handling programs



AKNOWLEDGMENTS

The Sustainability Consortium (TSC) agrees that Equalitas’ sustainable wine guidelines meet TSC 
and retailers’ expectations in order to adopt an official sustainability code for their winegrowers. 

The Organization for an International Geographical Indications Network - oriGIn - has decided to 
benchmark Equalitas within their GIs in the Time of Sustainability initiative.



Tenders: Norway and Sweden

Vinmonopolet and Systembolaget already started in 2020 to promote tenders reserved for companies 

with sustainability certifications such as Equalitas.



The certification according to SOPD Equalitas has been included among the "ethical

projects" that will give the right to place wines from certified companies on dedicated shelves

at Vinmonopolet points of sale.

The list of "approved" certifications can be found here:www.vinmonopolet.no/sertifisertetisk.

NORWAY: SHELVES 



Equalitas has been included in the list of Green Choice Projects(wines from Equalitas certified 

companies are entitled to be placed on dedicated shelves)

by Alko (the Finnish Wine Monopoly)https://www.alko.fi/en/responsibly/green-choice/symbols.

Finland: shelves



Belgium and Netherlands

By 2022, Gall & Gall and Albert Heijn aim to certify all their wine suppliers according to internationally

recognized social and environmental sustainable wine production standards. Equalitas is included in the list. 



The Equalitas certification increases the winery’s score acknowledged by the Quebec Monopoly (SAQ),
having been included in the..

Liste des certifications reconnues dans le cadre du projet d'affichage responsable.

CANADA (QUEBEC)



CERTIFIED WINERIES



CERTIFIED WINERIES – ITALY AND SPAIN



CERTIFIED WINES



CERTIFIED WINES

Amarone della Valpolicella Case Vecie DOCG
Amarone della Valpolicella Cavolo DOCG Amarone della Valpolicella Classico DOGC

Amarone della Valpolicella DOCG

Amarone della Valpolicella DOCG Classico Riserva Capitel Monte Olmi

Amarone della Valpolicella Riserva DOCG

Amarone della Valpolicella DOCG Classico Riserva La Fabriseria
Castel del Monte DOCG rosato (da uva Bombino Nero) Marchio commerciale “Veritas Limited Edition” (Torrevento)

Curtefranca Doc Bianco

Curtefranca Doc Rosso

Curtefranca Doc Bianco Vigna Bosco Alto
Curtefranca Doc Rosso Vigna Santella del Grom

Franciacorta Brut

Franciacorta Extra Brut



CERTIFIED WINES

Franciacorta Satèn Brut
Franciacorta Dosaggio Zero Gualberto

Franciacorta Rosé Brut

Franciacorta Demi Sec

Recioto della Valpolicella DOCG

Sebino IGT Chardonnay Passito Brolo dei Passoni
Sebino IGT Pinot Bianco

Sebino IGT Bianco

Sebino IGT Rosso

Sebino IGT Pinot Nero

Soave DOC
Valpolicella DOC

Valpolicella Superiore Case Vecie DOC



CERTIFIED WINES

Valpolicella Superiore Ripasso Il Vegro DOC

Valpolicella Superiore Ripasso DOC

Valpolicella DOC Classico Superiore La Fabriseria

Valpolicella DOC Superiore Maternigo

Vino Primitivo di Manduria DOC Riserva Sonetto prima annata certificata 2019
Vino Primitivo di Manduria DOC Riserva Elegia prima annata certificata 2019

Vino Primitivo di Manduria DOC Lirica prima annata certificata 2020

Vino IGT Salento rosato Primitivo Aka prima annata certificata 2020
Vino IGT Salento bianco Fiano Zin prima annata certificata 2020



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


